Question: Are you pulling all of the information from eMASS or do you people have to manually enter it
into SNAP?

Answer: There is not a connection to eMASS so people manually enter in the information and
upload the documents.
Question: Can you restate which documents will be optional to submit?
Answer: SAR, SP, POAM are optional per CPG v6.
Question: Can you cover the CSSP high points again?
Answer: CSSP is an agreement as an enclave owner to have cybersecurity services provided to
you. Every connection is required to show that you have an alignment with a CSSP. The CSSP
is required as of Feb. 12th.
Question: Are you using a common API where you can support an export from eMASS and
import into SNAP/GIAP?
Answer: Unfortunately, we do not have the API options.
Question: When is a COTS product require to be in eMASS?
Answer: COTS products in eMASS are outside of the CAO. The CAO grants an authority to
connect.
Question: Will any requirements change to support the implementation of IPv6?
Answer: Not at this time for the CAO.
Question: Does the RMF Package submission apply to all mission partners or just AMCOM?
Answer: It applies to all mission partners.
Question: Is there a place where you can find the CSSP list that DISA provides?
Answer: The CSSP list is on the SNAP website.
Question: What is the difference between authority to connect and cloud permission to connect?
Answer: There are two types of approvals. The ATC (NIPRNet, SIPRNet, etc.) and permission
to connect (VPN, cloud etc.).
Question: Does the SIPR support center have a phone number (2.7.2 in the CPG)?
Answer: The phone number is 1-844347-2457, option 2.
Question: Will the new CPG have the updated process for DODIN waiver process (appendix g)?
Answer: We are unsure if it is covered or not in the new version of the CPG.
Question: Do you participate in asset tab function?
Answer: No.

Question: The Army used to have a Certificate of Networthiness for software applications
approved to use on the DoDIN. What is the best route to approve software through RMF?
Answer: The process is agency/program specific process.
Question: Can a hardware/software list be approved during the security plan submission for
RMF?
Answer: This is part of standard RMF process dictated by the particular organization.
Question: When I register at SNAP site I keep being redirected to SAM dashboard? How do I
register for a SNAP account?
Answer: Go to snap.dod.mil and click on Request Account. Complete DD Form 2875.
Question: How do you submit a RMF package since reaching 100% compliance for STIG
findings is nearly impossible?
Answer: Most systems receive ATO with conditions to address findings.
Question: Is CPG v6 available
Answer: No, the document needs to be signed by DoD CIO. The CPG will be posted to
https://cyber.mil/connect/cpg-website-version/ when it is available.
Question: Is there a particular control with CSSP or is it a field in eMASS?
Answer: The field is in the SNAP/SGS attachment section. The RMF artifacts are required when
registering a connection in SNAP/SGS.
Question: Is there any cases or conditions for a waiver?
Answer: Waivers are for non-DISN connections such as using a commercial ISP for various
reasons. Request a waiver through DoD CIO. DISA does not manage or operate the process.
DoD CIO completely manages the process.
Question: What about RMF packages for foreign mission partners?
Answer: For foreign mission partners it requires the service that is sponsoring them to sign off
and accept risk.
Question: Is there a policy guidance or instruction?
Answer: Yes, the DISN CPG.

